
Stanford-le-Hope Primary School 
Joins the leading Diversity and Inclusion standard for Early Years, 
Schools and Colleges committed to inclusive practice.  

Miss Glandfield, Head of school said “We are proud to join the Diversity Mark. 
Our aim is to further embed our existing culture of inclusion at Stanford-Le-Hope 
Primary School, underpinned by our co-operative values”. The Diversity Mark 
provides a framework to improve inclusive practice and benchmark progress. 
Samson DeAlyn, Senior Director at Learning Workz said “We are excited to 
welcome Stanford-le-Hope Primary to our national network of schools committed 
to inclusion and the best outcomes for pupils”. 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Gold for Harris 
Primary Academy 
Harris Primary 
Academy Chafford 
Hundred achieves  
Diversity Mark Gold. 

Gold for Belmont 
Castle Academy 
Belmont Castle 
Academy achieves 
Diversity Mark Gold. 

Gold for Harris 
Academy 
Chafford Hundred 
Harris Secondary 
Academy Chafford 
Hundred achieves  
Diversity Mark Gold. 

STIFFORD CLAYS 
Stifford Clays Primary 

achieves Diversity Mark 
Silver

S
PHILLIP LANE 

Harris Primary Phillip 
Lane achieves Diversity 

Mark Silver

P
HATHAWAY  

Hathaway Academy  
achieves Diversity Mark 

Silver

H



Think Global -New York 
‘The World is Our Classroom’. 

Think Global is a global education programme for 
schools, colleges and universities. The programme 
extends learning outside the classroom. Our 
partner schools for Think Global New York, 2018 
included Brentwood County High School, Harris 
Riverside, Hassenbrook, Ormiston and Hathaway. 

The 2018 project, explored the themes of 
democracy and freedom. As part of this learning 
activity, students visited the Statue of Liberty and 
met with senior officials from the New York Mayor’s 
Office and participated in discussions exploring 
major global issues. 

Richard Davies, Assistant Headteacher of 
Brentwood County High School said: “Think 
Global is a life changing project which has enabled 
our students understand some of the global 
challenges facing the world today. The project has 
created partnerships between our schools, vividly 
brought learning to life and created once in a 
lifetime opportunities”.  

Students participated in workshops with survivors 
of the 9/11 terrorist attacks and were given unique 
access to the Pentagon in Washington DC, which 
was also attacked by one of the hi-jacked planes. 

Fatima Rodrigues, Principal of Hathaway Academy 
said: “Think Global provides a framework to 
enable schools extend learning outside the 

classroom. The programme also encourages 
students to become global leaders, ready to face 
and tackle the many global challenges that 
confront the world today”. 

Andrew Betts, Principal of Harris Academy 
Riverside said: “Think Global brings a global 
perspective into education and extends learning 
outside the classroom. Think Global helps students 
explore themes linked to major global issues from 
human rights to science and technology”. 

The 2019 programme has now launched and 
includes visits to the Holy City in Rome, Auschwitz 
camps Poland and Kennedy Space Centre Florida. 
Visit www.thinkglobal.global for more information. 

“Think Global brings a global 
perspective into education 
and extends learning outside 
the classroom ”
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THE DIVERSITY AWARDS   
The Diversity Awards are coming in the Summer of 2019. While 
the Diversity Mark recognises the efforts of the whole school to 
build an inclusive ethos. These awards will recognise individual 
practice, leadership and celebrate the best students, student 
councils and parent and teacher associations. 

These awards will be based on four categories for teachers, 
school leaders, students and parents. Nominations will open from 
January 2019, with Awards being presented towards the end of 
the summer term. So get ready to celebrate the most inclusive 
schools and the best diversity practice.

http://www.thinkglobal.global

